Humour will be a necessity in future interfaces, especially in the area at the crossroads of entertainment and education, the so called edutainment. Some considerations on the state of the art in natural langauge processing and on computational humour prospects are presented, as well as some ideas for the introduction of certain types of computational humour in seductive interfaces. In doing that, reference is made to some of the sparkling exchanges of the Marx Brothers
INTRODUCTION
In a wonderful scene of 'Horsefeathers', impossible to reproduce in its force, Baravelli (Chico Marx) is at the door of a clandestine bar. Professor Wagstaff (Groucho Marx) must utter the right password to be let in. Baravelli has told him it is the name of a fish. Groucho, first insists it is "Mary" with the argument that she drinks like a fish, then tries with "sturgeon". Baravelli (who has a strong Italian accent...) says: "Are you crazy? Sturgeon is a doctor cuts you open when you're sick. I give you one more chance." Prof. Wagstaff: "I got it. Haddock." Baravelli:"At's funny, I gotta hadduck too." Then this theme goes on until Baravelli says: "You can't come in here unless you say swordfish. Now I give you one more guess." Prof. Wagstaff: "I think I got it. Is it swordfish?" So he can come in and shuts the door. In the passage, Baravelli is left out:"I wanna come in." Prof. Wagstaff: " What's the password?" Baravelli: " Aw, you no fool me. Heh! Swordfish." Prof Wagstaff: "No. I got tired of that. I changed it." [Anobile 1971 ].While I was trying to recover an old file from a remote server some days ago. the system asked me for the password. I was not sure what password it was expecting, tried some I used who knows when. After three attempts I was kicked off. The system manager later told me he changed the password. I did not laugh.Yet there are many situations with the computer that could be very hilarious, starting from the old famous utterance: "syntax error" in response to the submission of a complex, inextricable program, fruit of the work of days and nights.Another funny situation happened to me years ago, when for the first time we were demonstrating the AlFresco System (a dialogue system meant to give information on Fourteenth Century Italian Art) to some important visitors. It was an initial version of the system, with little pragmatic capability. One of the visitors asked "Who is Giotto?" It took a long while for the system to reply, you could perceive how much effort it was putting into it and how difficult the computation must have been. The answer finally came: "Giotto". But, beside this kind of unintentional humour, I argue that humour in human-computer interfaces will have a part similar to the one it has in human-human communication: its absence will make life unbearable to a large part of us.Larry Tesler of Apple Computers said the interface is the system. Technology has advanced, new concepts have emerged. And in fact Human-Computer Interaction has developed a lot. More important than anything else is the fact that the role of the computer in society has changed and will change much more. Computers are with us at the workplace, at home, for work, leisure, for being informed, for staying connected to other persons and for learning.
The art of building interfaces
Interfaces must be seductive: they must attract and satisfy the user. This is particularly true of situations where the goal is not so much work, but a reality that is a mix of entertainment, information and education: so called edutainment constitutes an increasing portion of what the computer can offer to our life. We know a major challenge for our society will be to find ways to improve education, not only institutionally, but at all level of activity. And we know that learning can go well together with active entertainment. At least in certain situations, this is possible and productive also for work. Interfaces can offer temporary mental disengagement from the real world, by presenting users with alternate engaging activity that brings up challenges at the right level for their skill, culture or capacities. Seductive interfaces are good for entertainment and potentially conducive to learning.The human mind likes engagement (and emotions). In a conceptually simple extension of noninteractive multimediasuch as animation in films -so far a lot of effort has been put in improving perceptual aspects of output, especially improved rendering (resolution in sound and graphics). Perception is certainly important for instance in interactive games, and also for favouring "immersion". But the real challenge goes much beyond that.New interfaces include characters, agents with a personality [Maes et al. 1995] , a mix of real world and virtual world, extending what happens in the realm of predefined animated movies. At Microsoft, for instance, a new interface is being tested that is based on an a graphical parrot that entertains a simple spoken dialogue with the user for retrieving music hits.A good interface requires some of the characteristics we know of movies, or theater [see Laurel 1991] , or novels. In the first place a story: for example a person with a problem, a progression as the person meets success and resistance trying to solve the problem, a resolution to the problem. The user must be hooked: the problem, the characters in the story and the exposition style must be established fast. Then storytelling principles apply:i) the user must be engaged with plot devices;ii) the system must set and fulfill expectations; iii) it must set up payoffs and reversals;iv) it must build and release tension; v) it must ensure symmetry, rhythm and order.In all this a vital technique of animation plays a fundamental role to enhance the clarity of an impending action: anticipation. All significant actions should be anticipated and anticipation should be clearly seen. Just as a consistent action is preceded with preparatory moves that anticipate it, to create reversal the expectation created by an anticipation must be clearly violated.While these considerations are assumed if we have in mind a multimedia environment, with some adaptation they can be considered valid for any interface design, even for operating systems interfaces.But the future is simply to forget we have a computer system a component of which is the interface. And the interface itself will cease to have its current physical aspect. We shall interact with objects: we shall communicate and retrieve information through small, personalized flexible devices that will know the owner [see for instance Philips Corporate Design 1996], postcards will become active and speak to us and show videoclips of the sender, we shall interact with the office or home environment., that will know where we are and will be able to react to our words.After introducing the theme of humourous interaction in the next section, I shall talk of useful technologies and some prospects for advanced interfaces.
HUMOROUS INTERACTION
Humour is an essential part of communication. The relaxation of inner censorship and the release of energy that derives from it produce an intense pleasure that tends to repeat itself. The first question is of course when is the situation favourable for giving raise to this phenomenon.Freud [Freud 1905] states what are the most favourable conditions for the production of comic pleasure:a) A generally cheerful mood in which one is "inclined to laugh";b) Expectation of the comic, by being attuned to comic pleasure; c) Encouragement coming from any other pleasurable accompanying circumstance.In contrast, major interference factors to humour are:d) The kind of mental activity with which a person is occupied at the moment;e) Attention is focused on the comparison from which the comic may emerge;f) The situation gives raise at the same time to a release of strong affect.The conditions have been discussed by many authors, and I have not the space to discuss them here from my specific point of view. Similarly I will not talk about a deep psychoanalisys-inspired treatment of humour, such as the one of Minsky [Minsky 1980 ], derived from the theory of censors of Freud.I would like instead to take as a reference the work of Victor Raskin [Raskin 1985] , that positions itself at the linguistic level, with some elements that make it a viable tool for designing a limited but concrete system. It relies on the concept of script, a large chunk of information, typically commonsense stereotypical information, evoked by a word or word combination.His Main Hypothesis states that a text can be recognized as a single joke-carrying text if both of the following conditions are satisfied:(i) the text is compatible, fully or in part, with two different scripts (i.e. partially overlapping scripts).(ii) the two scripts with which the text is compatible are opposite.Joke-telling is then seen as subject to maxims of non bona fide communication ( Tell the joke efficientlyTo include joke understanding in a more general communication processing, a general heuristics is defined: if the hearer establishes beyond reasonable doubt that the speaker violates the cooperative principle for bona fide communication, the next hypothesis, in our culture, is that the speaker is engaged in humour.The semantic mechanisms of humour build on combinatorial rules of script-based semantic theory, according to Raskin. Essential is the relation of script oppositeness, that holds in a kind of script ontology. To give raise to the humorous effect, a trigger, obvious or implied, is there to release the oppositeness relation among scripts: fundamentally it is based either on ambiguity or on contradiction. Clearly, the punch line of a joke implies or contains the trigger.Many other aspects can contribute to humour. As Bergson noticed [Bergson 1899 ], repetition is a typical aspect of humour. We can consider it as a form of metacommunication. Firm script establishment is often performed with serials before the punch line disestablishes it; also in this case the rethorics of the communication per se causes anticipation of some triggering utterance .
STATE OF THE ART AND APPLIED HUMOROUS PROSPECTS
In one extraordinary slip of the pen in Raskin's bibliography, the well known book by J. Weizenbaum, 'Computer Power and Human Reason' [Weizenbaum 1977] , is quoted as 'Computer Problem and Human Reason' [Bibliography at pag 266 of Raskin 1985] . This inadvertent, magnificent contradiction is really the heart of what is there to say. The fuzzy and often wrong perception of what is the computer power, in particular of its cognitive and communication capabilities, results in a fundamental computer problem. This is particularly clear when one comes to see that the so called Eliza Effect, emphasized in its danger by Weizenbaum himself, is still going on, if modern events like the Turing Test contest (at the basis of the popular Loebner Prize), are considered. A practical consequence is that whatever achievement is reached on the long way to understanding communication and cogniive processes, its significance is not popularly appreciated, as, at the superficial level, it will compare poorly with the performance of programs based on tricks [see also Hofstadter 1995] . On the other hand, it is a difficult problem to make understandable the limits of the computer one is interacting with, if it has to exhibit some intelligent behaviour, but it is restricted to what the state of the art of the technology supports. There is some slight progress in that direction with the development of simulation techniques (e.g. so called Wizard of Oz techniques), that can help us see the behaviour of users with systems that do not exist yet.Coming to the specific case of humour, the attitude of the few people active in computational humour in the intelligent interfaces and natural language processing community is relatively cautious. Binsted [1995] considers situations for which humour may help in current interfaces, basically to alleviate tension (often NL systems can be seen as patronizing). She proposes the use of humour for self-deprecation, for humorous observation (e.g. about other parts of the system), or for referring expressions. In particular she has developed a simple pun mechanism that can be well integrated into a natural language-based interface.In general I claim that natural language processing as a research field [for an introduction see Allen 1995] is in a good position to yield results for humour processing. Let us leave apart questions of representation, such as representations of knowledge sources (grammar, lexicon, concepts etc.) and various representations of utterance interpretations. As far as the NL understanding area is concerned, the field can basically be considered addressing two main objectives (stated separately just for the sake of presentation): be capable to produce efficiently all different interpretations of linguistic expressions, and be capable to choose efficiently the appropriate one in the given context (and take it to its consequences).This avenue offers exactly the necessary material for a part of verbal humour, if the latter is based substantially on ambiguity and contradiction. There are systems for yielding efficiently all possible interpretations at various levels of analysis (though with a decreasing power as this list is followed): morphological, lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, discourse, intentional. Disambiguating and taking into account the context is a more difficult task, as are all tasks that involve complex reasoning, but with limitations and restrictions it can be accomplished for specific applications. Speech recognition is also improving and spoken dialogue opens the way to greater possibilities for the interface in general and for the introduction of humour in particular, beginning with the ambiguities and contradictions that appear at the phonetic level. It is worth noting that often recognizers yield unexpected, wrong interpretations of input that was inadvertently ambiguous or nearly ambiguous....On the text generation side, the field has developed quite a lot, integrating communication act planning, rethorical structure planning, lexical choice and sentence generation. Systems have been designed also for multilingual text generation and for including a model of the reader, so as to act differently with different users.One furher aspect worth mentioning here is a tendency in the natural language processing field to integrate various modalities of communication into the same environment. It is not just a question of involving different media, but also of coordinating the overall communication and taking into account the larger potential that a computer can offer for exploration and navigation, combined with "normal" linguistic communication [Stock 1995, Stock et al. to appear] . Humour can certainly exploit the larger "communication bandwidth": the minimal way is through the integration of images and deictic references. Yet the whole cognitive potential of the situation has to be explored and understood. Coming to the semantic-pragmatic level of communication, one should take into account concepts such as presupposition sharing among speaker/hearer, implicature, possible worlds, speech acts. This in general is an area that has fewer results available for applications. As Raskin points out, sterotypical knowledge may be useful as a solution for humour modelling.On the other side the field of user modelling (with its specialization in student modelling within flexible educational systems) is increasingly recognized as important: a user models can have various levels, from the static aspects as in a profile, up to dynamic aspects, as in the mental state, where the beliefs, intentions, goals of the user are represented and updated when some event occurs. This has a lot in common with the flourishing field of "intelligent agents" and with so called Distributed Artificial Intelligence. Communication is an essential component in intelligent agent behaviour and this brings together this part of artificial intelligence with dialogue systems and the semantic/pragmatic problems mentioned above. For flexible humour it is a fundamental prospect.Agents in electronic entertainment and interfaces, even in quasi absence of deep language capabilities, are beginning to be experimented [Hayes-Roth 1995] , [Maes et al. 1995] . In Maes's work, for instance, one important aspect is that an effort is made to separate the interface from the underlying system so as not to make the user perceive the interface is taking responsibility for the whole system. This is not in contradiction with the view that the interface is the system you are interacting with. Similarly, at the post office your (task-oriented) conversation is with a clerk, not with the postal system.With a longer term perspective, I believe that this approach will become more and more the way to proceed: one will possibly interact with more agents, each with its social role [see also Conte and Castelfranchi 1995] , with its own character and attitude, and each with some degree of knowledge of the user. The user will decide if to pay attention to what each of them has to say, take into account their suggestions, enjoy the interaction, explore the possibilities. Again, I believe that while humour without restrictions is certainly "AIcomplete" [for the term see Raymond 1991] , it will not be possible to leave humour out and guarantee our survival. If we do not propose its introduction, as also Binsted notes, it will be the world of advertisement and commerce that will push for an adoption of flexible humour, just as it does now within fixed commercials.Interactive and individual-oriented humour, beyond entertainment, per se important, will help all kinds of concept promotion and in general of learning.I am sure, among application areas, dynamic humour will constitute the key to a number of children activity and games: think of the children ability in finding ambiguities and absurd meanings and the match they could find in a computer; simple humour on the part of the system can be a great resource as it helps memorizing errors and corrections; it will help develop a social behaviour, etc.Let me conclude this section with an abstract schema for a variety of types of humourous interventions of agent X, based on the latest occurring utterance in an exchange:¥ get all interpretations of input from agent Y (normally the user)¥ find the intended interpretation in context¥ find other (possibly fragmental, and of any level of analysis) interpretations that have interesting properties: semantically very different, based on contrasting, attractive concepts, disruptive of conventions etc. ¥ of those try to find an interpretation in line with the character of the subject (agent X), or coherent with its previous expressions¥ plan an output expression based on this latter interpretation: define a communicative act that makes Y understand, with some necessary abduction, what is the reasoning X followed. In defining the output, some specific reasoning can have a major role¥ refine the plan taking into account MX(Y), a model that agent X has of agent Y, and BMBX(A, World), what X thinks the mutual beliefs of X and A about the world (including their relation) are. Here A is the audience, normally coinciding with Y.¥ develop the rethorical structure and generate the output expressions, with particular attention to lexical choiceHeuristics can include: try to stick to the context of previous funny interpretations in the interaction, repeat as much as possible the previous situation, comment at the metalevel etc. Certainly the use of stereotypical knowledge and behaviour is here very useful, as emphasized by Raskin.The third point involves many different levels of analysis. In a complex version it can also include problems similar to what is involved in metaphor understanding. While metaphors are at the heart of cognition [Lakoff and Johnson 1980] , it is a fact, though, that only limited processing capabilities have been implemented so far. Creative analogies [see for instance Hofstadter 1985 ] combined with stereoptypycal knowledge may be at the basis of the type of reasoning best suited for the initial phase of output planning.Finally, the character of X, the relation between X and Y and in particular MX(Y) and BMBX(A, world), can help allow producing dynamically humour expressions of different nature, mainly based on puns: irony, sarcasm, satire etc. A variation of the above schema is for humourous discourse by a single speaker: in this case the first point must be substituted by the following:¥ get all interpretations of generated sentence, by means of a parser analyzing X's own outputwhile the second point can be removed: the original intended meaning is well known to the system. Of course not all elements in the planning part can currently be very sophisticated, but in certain cases parts can be based on preorganized or fixed, instead of dynamically constructed, material. An overall strategy can then put in balance the Gricean part and the "Raskinian" part of the communication. Just think as an example of the great result for instructional text, an important area of application for natural language generation.In the next section I will limit myself to check if the Marx Brothers can be helpful and if some aspects of their kind of humour is potentially adoptable in interfaces.5. Marxism and INTERACTIVE InterfacesThe old question is still with us: "Why a duck?" Why is it that this silly serious expression of Chico's in Cocoanuts, when he goes on and on misunderstanding the word "viaduct" of Groucho in the context of an urbanistic project, helps us to cross into the future of interfaces? He is Italian and he no speak no good English... A symbol of humour at the pure state. As an enjoyable gedanken exercise [see Raymond 1991] , I will try to see if some of the mechanisms underlying some kind of Marx Brothers' humour could be automatically produceable in the context of the schema indicated earlier, provided that the system has a story, has a character (or more characters) and in general is a good seductive interface. Of course I do not mean that the phenomenal creativity of the Marxes is to be reproduced in all details.I refer to two sources of transcriptions of Marx Brothers movies: the already quoted [Anobile 1971] and [Marx 1976 ], while my account owes much to the work of analysis in [Tiersma 1985] .The example at the beginning of this section is centered on the simplest of puns, based on phonetic similarity of word or phrases, (homophones and near-homophones) in the context of ethnic characterization.In a similar pun, "multimodal" this time, the great Neapolitan actor Toto' explains to an American tourist that the coin he is trying to sell is a real sesterzo (the Roman coin) and to emphasize its authenticity makes the act of steering (the Italian word is sterzo).Puns of this kind can include context reversal as in the following exchanges in Duck Soup:Bob (Zeppo): General Smith reports a gas attackFirefly (Groucho): Tell him to take teaspoon of bicarbonate and a half a glass of waterMrs Teasdale: This is a gala day for you.Firefly: Well, a gal a day is enough for me. I don't think I could handle any moreThe latter example can be seen also as decomposition, an often adopted resource, based on dividing in parts established units: words, idioms, sayings, names. Here is a clear case of decomposition:Firefly: I suggest you give him ten years in Leavenworth or eleven years in Twelveworth (Duck Soup)While all the previous jokes are based on quasi ambiguity at the phonetic-lexical level, syntactic ambiguity is also a very powerful tool adopted by the Marx brothers. These cases as the ones above fall nicely in the described framework.Captain Spaulding (Groucho): One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas. How he got in my pajamas I'll never know (Animal Crackers)Mrs. Rittenhouse: Captain Spaulding, you stand before me as one of the bravest men of all time.Captain Spaulding: All right, I'll do that (Animal Crackers)A similar case is in the ambiguity between idiomatic and literal interpretation:Prof. Wagstaff: Baravelli, you' ve got the brain of a four year old boy, and I'll bet he was glad to get rid of it. (Horsefeathers)The following case can also be considered along the same line or just as a lexical slip.Mrs. Teasdale: Oh your excellencyFirefly: you are not so bad yourself (Duck Soup)Ambiguity between idiomatic and literal interpretation can give raise to second level ambiguity. The following is a case in which the range of values of the spatial pronoun is very different in the two interpretations. The simple apparition of the other interpretation, where the value of the spatial variable is obvious, has a humorous effect, emphasized by the precise anwer.Quale (Groucho): Say where 'd I see your face before? Joe (Chico): Right where it is now. (Go West)Inversion is similar to ambiguity, but adds some creativity. Instead of exposing a secondary meaning it creates a new meaning out of the available material. The previous section schema would need some slight alteration: instead of ambiguity recognition, we would have parts permutation in view of maximizing contrast, and presentation of the new material in output, without any abduction meant on the part of the audience.Firefly: I could dance with you till the cows come home. On second thoughts, I'd rather dance with the cows till you come home. (Duck Soup)Groucho (to Lucille): Oh why can't we break away from all this, just you and I, and lodge with my fleas in the hills.. (she looks at him doubtfully)... I mean flee to my lodge in the hills. (Monkey Business)The following kind of exchange can be inserted in the model only if one introduces a substantial amount of stereoypical representation and reasoning. Yet it can be reconciled with the same basic schema. The concept is the violation of pragmatic conditions, in particular presuppositions or real world knowledge.Driftwood (Groucho): Two beers, bartenderForelo (Chico): I'll take two beers too. (A Night at the Opera)Driftwood: Do they allow tipping on this boat?Steward: Oh yes sir!Driftwood: Have you got two fives?Steward: Yes sir!Driftwood: Well then you won't need the ten cents I was going to give you. (A Night at the Opera)Prof. Wagstaff (to bartender): Can you cash a check for 15 dollars and twentytwo cents?(he gets the money)Thanks. As soon as I have a check for fifteen dollars and twentytwo cents I'll send it to you. (Horsefeathers)Finally, in the previous section I mentioned multilinguality (in particular multilingual generation) as an area of active development in NLP. Interlingual jokes can add to the possibilities of making puns, on the basis of quasi homophones. So, while in the 'why a duck?' exchanges the false interpretation is made possible by the scarce competence and the phonetic bias of the foreign immigrant Chico, often "false friends" can provide hilarious situations even in monologues. I'll mention another "interlingual" scene (that includes also multimodality) with Toto', in the same spirit of the Marx Brothers references, even if with a different cultural background. Toto' is in disguise as an Arab prince, and , warned to be tough with his men, while inspecting the guard of honour he hits some black soldiers splitting his sides with laughter. When his aide asks him why is he doing so, he explains "Castigo ridendo mores", a well known classical expression in Latin (meaning while laughing I chasten the morales), but where Toto' plays on the assonance between the Italian word mori, i.e. blacks, and mores, i.e. morales.
CONCLUSIONS
Interfaces will have to be seductive and be designed to include a good story and well-developed characters. A restrictive view of interfaces, as seen today, will eventually yield to a more advanced view, in which flexible interaction with the user will be accomplished through an assistant, a critic or through a group of characters that may comment, suggest or react otherwise to what is happening in the communication. The agents will know of the user. Interfaces of this type will accompany us in the various aspects of our life, but to mention one fundamental area, I would like to emphasize edutainment, the field that is at the crossroads of education, entertainment, interactivity and multimedia. Humour has to play an essential role in that. I have tried to indicate some aspects of the art of interface design and hinted at some ideas for the introduction of some type of computational humour. In doing that I have taken various references, including, as examples, sparkling exchanges of the Marx Brothers. I would like to conclude with the consideration that we need to understand more of what an intelligent interface can be, what is really this medium we are trying to define: for certain aspects reminiscent of what we find in nature, for other aspects different and even amplifying our communicative capabilities. The characteristics of this medium will determine its potential on education and on society in general. It is worth reminding what Groucho said of TV: "I find TV very educational. The minute somebody turns it on, I go to the library and read a good book."
